Intelligent operator network connectivity and dynamic control of the subscriber experience
Accuris Networks helps operators to deliver multi-network strategies that transparently and intelligently deliver carrier-grade IP services to a new generation of connected devices and subscribers.
We put operators in control of connected networks

**Core Network Connectivity**
Intelligent internetworking connectivity and IMS enablement of carrier grade services

**Wi-Fi Calling**
Deliver a Wi-Fi first experience With SIM authentication offering seamless subscriber control

**Roaming**
Build your roaming network and sponsored roaming strategy with Multi-IMSI, CDMA to GSM, LTE and Wi-Fi Roaming
Mobile Operator Core Network Solutions

- Integration with (Un)Trusted Wi-Fi
- Policy Management
- Voice over Wi-Fi
- Diameter-RADIUS-MAP

Wi-Fi Operator Core Network Solutions

- Support for (Un)Trusted Wi-Fi
- Inbound and Outbound Roaming
- Tight Integration to Partner MNOs
- Diameter-RADIUS-MAP

Mobile Operator Roaming Solutions

- NGH Wi-Fi Roaming
- GSM-GSM Sponsored Roaming
- LTE Roaming
- CDMA-GSM Roaming
Win subscribers with seamless Wi-Fi

✓ Subscribers use many IP-enabled devices, on Wi-Fi, in multiple locations

✓ They demand lower-cost seamless mobility with quality of service

✓ User experience is everything and connection quality drives revenue and loyalty
Subscribers demand Wi-Fi first with fast, seamless and secure mobile connectivity regardless of device or location.

By including Wi-Fi as a core part of the offer, we help operators to stay in control of a quality subscriber experience throughout their daily journeys.
The Value of Wi-Fi Calling

- Enable a Wi-Fi First Strategy
- Stay competitive & increase revenue with new Wi-Fi Calling Service Offers
- Dynamically control a quality subscriber experience
- Improve coverage and churn
- Retain customers while roaming
Accuris Networks Wi-Fi Calling Solution
Key Features of AccuROAM for Wi-Fi Calling

- **Improves the subscriber experience**
  by assuring end-to-end connection quality

- **A complete solution for dynamic control and policy**
  enabling real-time management of the subscriber experience

- **Seamless connectivity authenticated by SIM**
  Subscribers retain their existing mobile number, and can use multiple devices

- **Secure delivery of next-generation services**
  orchestrates tunnelling to deliver Voice, HD video, and other IMS services in an efficient and secure manner
Global Internetworking Experience
Over 15 years delivering internetworking solutions in international operator environments

Proven record of technical innovation
The only solution using SIM-based account credentials to enable smartphone and tablet users to automatically connect to Wi-Fi hotspots when roaming internationally on non-EAP capable networks

Independence & Flexibility
We enable your core network to scale carrier services over IMS, independently of the existing vendor technology ecosystem, with a high degree of configurability

The Accuris Networks Difference